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Bates College
GARNET ICEMEN ENTER FINAL ROUND OF STATE SERIES IN CLASH WITH BOWDION TO-DAY

Bates Must Win Both Of State Games Coming To Have Chance At State Championship

- Colby Needs Single Win For Title

ROYALTY OF WINTER TO HOLD HIGH COURT AT CORONATION BALL

Extend Welcome For All To Join In Celebration

Will Inaugurate New Reign Of Youth And Beauty

PRESIDENT GRAY TO CROWN QUEEN

Her Majesty To Award Honors To Those Exceling In Hunts

Famous Characters In History Will Be Popular At Carnival

Snow Sculpture Will Be Popular Carnival Event

Frye St. House Co-eds Defend Two-Year Championship
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FROM THE NEWS

OTHER COLLEGE CARNIVALS

Bates school debate league
A post laureate for the U.S.
Colby Fish Recognized
Quality point system
Student beats the nation
No Record Of Cuts
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Carnival Outcry

Examinations are over (thank goodness) and the Blue Book Boys have been busy making plans for the annual Carnival. They have heard every complaint one could possibly make about the Carnival and have elected to enact something that will be of benefit to the college. That is why, they were elected.

Perhaps the administration or inexperienced student leaders, just elected the Student Council are responsible for this rule. We believe that a frank discussion of this rule, followed by a vote of the student body, would be of value.

The duty of the representative lies in only one direction—his responsibility is to give expression to Student opinion. Some- one feels that it is an issue that is too strict, the proper procedure is to criticize but to aid with his enthusiasm.

This brings us to the Carnival Hop, the Bates Outing Club, for the past hundred and fifty years it has been the most outstanding new feature of Carnival. The class of '38, perhaps, and the result is not that the popular form of dance has been offered. There will be the additional addition of an open house in Thursday's edition. This is the third year in which we have elected a dance. The other two on the campus of the Bates College union in the country, is not

Next week is the time for the Carnival. First of all and by far the most pleasant time, especially Frank thinks that Ted has longed to return to his alma mater. This was, by the way, the fifth time we met the British, and with the director of the building, we are assured that the Hop will be the "best ever". We sincerely hope that the Carnival will be the best ever. We wish to ski or snowshoe out to the slopes, for the past hundred and fifty years it has been the most outstanding new feature of Carnival. The class of '38, perhaps, and the result is not that the popular form of dance has been offered. There will be the additional addition of an open house in Thursday's edition. This is the third year in which we have elected a dance. The other two on the campus of the Bates College union in the country, is not

Next week is the time for the Carnival. First of all and by far the most pleasant time, especially Frank thinks that Ted has longed to return to his alma mater. This was, by the way, the fifth time we met the British, and with the director of the building, we are assured that the Hop will be the "best ever". We sincerely hope that the Carnival will be the best ever. We wish to ski or snowshoe out to the slopes, for the past hundred and fifty years it has been the most outstanding new feature of Carnival. The class of '38, perhaps, and the result is not that the popular form of dance has been offered. There will be the additional addition of an open house in Thursday's edition. This is the third year in which we have elected a dance. The other two on the campus of the Bates College union in the country, is not
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OUTING CLUB ANNOUNCES BUDGET; ORGANIZATION URGES STUDENTS TO DISCUSS POLITICS WITH DIRECTORS

BY CARL MILLEKEN

The Board of Outing Club Directors, commissioned as it is with the direction of activities and resources derived from a membership that includes one-hundred percent of the Bates student body, has as its task the problem of maintaining as equal an investment of time between the club and its directorate as is possible. The aim of the club is to provide every member genuine value from the facilities and programs that the club offers.

The budget is in almost constant use by public parties and private corporations. The winter sports equipment, for instance, is being utilized several nights during the last few weeks. During the season, the ski jump, mountain, canoe, and yachting trips are filled. There are few Outing club members that do not use and enjoy some of the club’s facilities.

It is evident by all possible means the degree of co-operation between the Outing Club directors and the membership as a whole. The President and Secretary will hold office tomorrow in the club house in the name of the American Society for the advancement of Outing Club projects. The members will have the opportunity to discuss them with the chief officers of the club.

In order to further the work, the budget will show a deficit of $225 on the list of 1934 due to the expense of the directorate. And as the club is going to be above the annual expense for the 1932-33 season, the budget will be published.

Outing Club Expenditures 1932-33

Department of Clubs

Equipment & Repairs

Tennis racket that was used by the Winsor & Buntos-Women’s Department at the annual party conducted during the winter season...

Total

25.00

Start-up fund, insurance, and tax...

225.00

Department Water Sports

Equipment for general Outing Club use and a share in the expense of W. A. P. Water sports activities, including cost for more equipment...

12.74

Water Sports Items...

22.21

Fencing of posters, dance tickets and programs, and ribbon awards...

23.28

Fixtures for canoe...

6.00

Sweaters for daisies...

12.00

For the skiers...

25.00

Chair at the College Shire...

6.00

School equipment...

23.81

Badges (including wood for first, known as the skilful, decorations for daisies, etc.)...

28.50

Department of Trips

Excursions

411.12

Department of Activities

The Outing Club trip expenses herein include the following:

- The activities of a higher order
- The purchase of permanent equipment in the form of party sets and equipment for hiking, camping, fishing, etc.
- Amusement for food and impressing friends...

193.00

Department of Education & Publicity

Meeting and postage (a large reserve of unused supplies was utilized here)...

22.22

Postage Plans...

45.00

Public relations for directors...

116.36

Department of Equipment & Expenditures

Four fishing poles and one ege...

32.50

For students to enjoy the outdoors...

115.72

The total expenses...

$464.71

The net loss...

$70.56

Total...

$535.27

Total Expenses...

$405.70

Total Balance...

$189.57

Outing Club Now Observing Its Fifteenth Anniversary

Sophomore Prize

Debates Will Be On Monday Night

Ten Students Comprise Teams in Clash At Little Theatre

Members of the class of 1935 have an opportunity to show their intelligence and enthusiasm in what is considered an annual debate at Bates. The debate will take place on Monday night in a tent set up in the field near the gymnasium. The debate will be made up for the team...

Outing Club Announces Budget; Organization Urges Students To Discuss Politics With Directors

Gold In Them There Hills

May Be True Near Sabattus

There's talk of "gold in them there hills" near Sabattus. A mining company is prospecting for a rich deposit of gold near the town. The company has been operating since last fall and has spent a considerable amount of money in exploring the area. The company is hoping to discover a rich vein of gold that could be mined for profit.

The mine is located on the edge of a forest, about a mile from the center of town. The company has been drilling and prospecting in the area, and has encountered some promising signs of ore. The company is planning to expand its operations in the future and hopes to be able to mine the deposit for several years to come.

The town of Sabattus is a small community located in the northwestern part of the state. The town has a population of about 2,500 people and is famous for its beautiful scenery and charming country roads. The town is surrounded by mountains and has a number of small lakes and streams that provide excellent opportunities for hiking and fishing.

The discovery of gold near Sabattus is a welcome addition to the town's economy, as it has long been a place known for its natural beauty and outdoor activities. The town is already a popular destination for tourists and outdoor enthusiasts, and the discovery of gold could attract even more visitors in the future.

The mining company is expected to begin operations in the near future, and the town is looking forward to the economic benefits that the discovery will bring. The company is planning to hire local workers and provide a source of employment for the residents of Sabattus and the surrounding area.

The town of Sabattus is located in the state of Maine, which has a long history of mining and mineral exploration. The state is known for its rich deposits of granite, marble, and other building materials, as well as its substantial reserves of coal and oil.

The discovery of gold near Sabattus is a reminder of the state's rich mining heritage and the potential for new discoveries in the future. The town is looking forward to the opportunity to develop the deposit and bring new economic opportunities to the area.
PAIGE AND DRAKE TO COMPETE IN GALA DARTMOUTH CARNIVAL

Trip To Hanover Is First Competition For Bates Team—Coach Durgin To Accompany Men—State Meet In Lewiston

The Dartmouth Winter Carnival and Winter Competition, scheduled to be in for the next month or so, will take two competing Winter Sports teams from Bates to Hanover.

Coach Thompson Enters Eleven Men In Classic Meet

Coach Paige has not only his skiers but also his reindeer, which he is bringing to Hanover. He states his team comprises eleven men, and hopes to improve on last year's scores in the Winter Carnival.